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UNIVERSE 

Starting from nothing a speck or a spot 

Became consciousness of how when where and what 

An explosion of mind as seen in the rock 

Expanded out to create just what we’ve got 

A universe created all in our mind 

24 civilizations most floating or wild 

Different planes that we live on and with different vibe 

That earth was created for the first physical tribe 

Original man was created in black 

And with three times creation had taken us back 

Human is troubled as he can’t handle choice 

With knowledge implanted talking A.I. of course 

This is our last chance we must use what we’ve got 

Create a great planet rid ourselves of the rot 

A new world is coming a hope from the past 

Create what we need, create it to last 

Old habits we have and rules we don’t need 

Cast them into cellular fires – please 

If it’s not good for the plant, do it no more 

For greatness is ready to come to the fore 

Think only ideas that help for the soul  

This will always be good for one and the whole 

Help with the movement keep jus on track 

Get rid of interest give bankers the sack 

Stop poisoning our waters, contamination our food 

Sex as a hobby has become now, too lewd 

Bring back to nature those that you can 

Teach them to fish, give them that hand 

Put pride back into man, give his mind a rest 

For then he can move back as one passing his test 

The infinite knowledge can be then tapped once more 

And finally we can move through the door 

Showing our neighbours just what they thought 

 

EARTH IS BEAUTIFUL AND CANNOT BE BOUGHT.   AMEN 
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Chapter 1 

From the start of Time 

 

How did evolution begin? 

First there was Nothing. A still silent darkness of no form, which did nothing. 

One cell. 

And using an analogy of history using all the knowledge of today, we 

understand that one cell eventually becomes 2 cells as it evolves. 

The beginning of evolution in everything is a common pattern that seems to 

just happen, but does it? 

Why is this a natural occurrence? It doesn’t actually matter. 

What is understood, although not in its entirety, is that the universe we live in 

in this form evolves, so with that understanding, could nothing evolve into 

something? 

Of course it could. 

As Nothing evolved, it became conscious and the big bang of becoming aware 

for the very first time became the measurement point of time itself. 

It has been proven that from the Big Bang the elements that can create life 

were formed. This is a given because the Nothing is now aware, and as the 

Nothing slowly evolves as is the case, so do the building blocks of life. 

Eventually more and more life forms are created, as with all species of things, 

which stay as they are and mutate out into a new form all together. 

This we all understand is near enough to a simple way of bringing forth the 

story of evolution. 

So what are we lacking in our understanding of this Law, which appears to 

govern all things? 

Does E= mc2?  Energy is supposedly equal to mass times the square of the 

speed of light. Do all formula`s evolve? Has consciousness been left out of the 

equation? 

The only thing that cannot be measured is consciousness, yet it is 

consciousness that evolves. 
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Bring yourself into the reality you presently reside in. 

Are you consciously evolving, or unconsciously evolving. Can we do both? 

When you started that job you probably weren’t very good at it, yet over time 

you are able to do it with your eyes closed. Yes? 

How long did that take? 

It is the same with sport. You start out with some skill and develop into a much 

better player. You are evolving. 

We learn at the speed of our consciousness.  

The more we know or take in, does not mean we are more conscious than 

someone else.  

Consciousness is an awareness of more and more elements pertaining to the 

whole expanded situation, compared to that of any one subject. 

Knowing a subject is great, but is knowing how to make or grow something, is a 

matter of focus on specific parts to create an outcome. 

Focus, when unaware of the total body, or field, leaves people blind to all of 

the other things outside what they are focusing on. 

The chicken and the egg, which came first? 

This question brings up a focus point where one can bring up arguments for 

one side or the other, but if everything started from nothing it depends on 

where the creators consciousness was, doesn’t it? An unmeasurable element. 

Old growth forests.  

Are they just a bunch of trees we can build a house from, dislodging their 

current tenants. Critters in so many forms that we don’t even bother to see if 

they will be ok. And what of the delicate soils, mosses and microbes needed to 

both help in allowing water to penetrate the soil to get to the roots, and also a 

bed where the leaves can decompose bringing further bugs and critters that 

feed and die so other parts can live as well, all of which do not survive in direct 

sunlight. 

But a tree itself we know is alive, and grows from a tiny seed, just like a person. 

Should the evolution of a tree should be likened to a person?  
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Does a tree speak? Does it tell us when seasons are changing? 

Just because it does not communicate the same way as us, are we illiterate in 

reading its sign language?  

Old forests are now known to be high energy points, which can be measured 

just like a group of people at a good concert. 

Does the weight of something mean it cannot be as intelligent or aware? A 

rock, a tree, a whale, an elephant or the planet for that matter. Heavy, I know, 

but we are talking about evolving consciousness in all things. If Nothing can, 

and has to eventually evolve, so does everything else. 

We have programmed beliefs that say this probably isn’t so, but who made us 

believe that this simple way of looking at evolution is incorrect? Or are we just 

naturally evolving to a new answer by becoming more conscious? 

We evolve by questioning and we sometimes come up with new answers we 

cannot explain or do not like. 

I would argue that every scientific experiment has always lacked the 

consciousness gene of each and every experiment ever done, as the findings 

today do not match findings of old. 

 

Chapter 2 

To the energy of all things. 

 

Consciousness creates energy when it moves toward a focus, in both bringing 

light to the subject, and in the waves of thought, which together culminates its 

own frequency. 

Energy moves as both waves and light.  

The frequency of this, is the movement that creates a form. 

This is how everything and anything is possible. 

Dreaming up stuff is a natural form of creation.  

Creation. 

Evolution, creation and re-creation, is constantly in movement as our 

awareness goes in and out, in the waves and light of thought.  
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Scientists have recently discovered that everything when broken down is just 

energy. Neutrons, protons and atoms, and have found that what they want to 

find in an experiment biases the experiment as the unknown consciousness 

factor picks up on the scientists thoughts. 

So we are all energy then, if that’s what has been proven. 

But I have form, and I see form everywhere. How is that possible? 

All things hold a measurable charge, so we know there is an energy in all 

things. 

What is the difference of a human body with a pulse, and one without? 

One is biologically dead and one is biologically alive. When you add the word 

biological to the human organism. An organism with a shelf life, you might 

start to wonder what happened to the spark of life that was once there. 

What we say when a body dies is that the soul leaves and goes to either 

heaven or hell. Again this is but a construct of someone else’s imagination. The 

only truth in our construct of death is that our soul leaves the body. 

Everyone seems to agree on this. 

But instead of the soul leaving our body, we should be saying that we are 

leaving this latest human experience, for we are the soul, the spark of life, are 

we not? 

Those people who practice connecting to spirits, are connecting with souls. 

Souls who once resided here on this planet, or perhaps elsewhere.  

So why are we using so many words which mean the same thing? 

We are energy, we are the spark of life, we are departed souls and we are 

spirits. 

We are unable to be extinguished, for if we were, the rest could not be whole. 

We are a spark of the original and complete field of ever expanding 

consciousness, and each piece although appearing separate is part of this, our 

unified field. 

We are part of the energy all around us, which we are able to tap into if we 

want to. Tesla knew this and was able to harness the world’s kinetic energy to 

power lights and machinery. Tesla was unlike any other of the day, so what do 

you think made him come up with the inventions he built? 
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If I was to say creation is our highest form of vibration, I would also say that 

while we create we allow our mind to explore all sorts of possibilities. 

While we sit in inspiration, we open up to energies that have no visible form. 

Souls who have been there done that, or souls who suggest through our 

daydreaming and sleep, possible answers to that which we seek. 

We are not alone, and we can choose to either use what is around us, or not, 

and like a new job, our connection can start quite weak or even be thought to 

be non-existent, but it’s not. We just have to practice. 

It is our awareness, our consciousness, and even our beliefs that help us to 

either learn more or to resist, every time new information comes up. 

Energy moves through forms. 

Passing from one form to another, will leave information, or a residual on 

those merging and parting. We can get immediate changes and gradual 

changes depending on how it came to us, and how it was delivered. We also 

need to be receptive to allow the advancement of these other energies to 

penetrate deeper than being in resistance to other forms. 

Energies can both empower us and deplete us. 

We all know of experiences where you have finished talking to someone and 

have got a headache or just feel exhausted. Spiritualist call these energy 

vampires. What is happening is that there was not an equal exchange of 

energy, and you couldn’t get a word in. Usually these vampires just come and 

offload their daily or recent issues on you and feel much better when they 

leave. 

Sometimes you can have the opposite, which is usually when you both 

empower each other through positive affirmations, which can leave you both 

pinging and not wanting to end the convo. 

The difference always relies on the positive or negative feeling you are having 

whilst conversing. When you are aware of this you can sway the outcome of 

the encounter. 

Scientists have proven if you talk to plants, they look more vibrant and grow 

bigger. Animals also respond to positive rather than negative voice patterns 

and actions. 
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You are energy. One piece of an evolving thought form and part of a whole 

thought form. 

 

Chapter 3 

Being in the flow of creation 

 

Everything is in its own flow of creation. 

We either unconsciously or consciously go with the flow of creation, but to me, 

I love being the creator. 

Most of us try to live in today’s society, which involves going to work 9 to 5 and 

don’t have too much time left to create anything but more bills and differing 

home decorations and maybe some kids. 

Maybe you do some artistry, but your world is more often than not, stuck in 

zombie mode. 

Being in the flow allows you to access your higher consciousness. 

If you are the 9 to 5er, then your connection to everything is deadening as you 

do another’s bidding while trying to make ends meet. 

Daydreaming and sleep are the only ways any soul can try to inspire you, and 

these will come in scattered which will mean nothing to you because of the 

state you are in. 

Your frequency can be clear so you can decipher messages, or the channel can 

be distorted. It is generally believed that there is no distance between 

someone who daily practices inspired thought and someone who starts today, 

and it is true. You are not alone. Ever.  

The only difference comes in whether you trust what you get or not. 

For those who have created the time, you are able to practice your 

connections simply by creating something, and whilst working on that you 

move into inspirational thought, and when you move yourself into this clear 

frequency, you connect to whatever is around to offer further inspiration. 

When in the creative form you have cleared your frequency and your vibration 

improves, improving above all else your health and wellbeing. 
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Our bodies carry disease vibrations that store in our field, which are created 

through our emotional state at some point in time. These need clearing so they 

do not become physical ailments. 

When we keep a balanced life and stay inspired, there is nothing out of our 

bounds of thought that we cannot connect to, to create. The building blocks to 

create anything starts with using what we know firstly, and build on that from 

there, and then our consciousness dictates the speed of our creations.  

We cannot build a jumbo jet without first knowing about or connecting to the 

Wright Brothers, and it’s the same with skyscrapers and bark huts. We go 

through a process of learning. Stages of creation that may have been forgotten 

through the coming and going of generations but these are the stages none 

the less. 

Creation of all things follow a process. 

The Manaian Way is a system the world could follow, and is a culmination of 

everything that has been before it, but because humanity is where it is, 

creating a system based on free basic needs is for the first time in our 

remembered history, a system that does not discriminate anyone, and will 

improve every life on the planet. 

Previous to this we have used the same structure under different guises, but 

always in the same shape, which is that of a pyramid. It was built with a 

platform for dictators, and corruptors and is hell bent on consuming the 

planets resources to continue the system for the next quarterly profit. Its 

energy is negative, as it blocks evolutionary advances for its own gains. 

The Manaian Way has been created through inspiration, to build a new world 

on a proper footing through the understanding that every person on the planet 

is connected through basic needs. 

There can be no fighting this, so by all people in every country working towards 

a world society based on free basic needs, something amazing happens. 

Money drops off the perch as the most valuable commodity, as freedom from 

cost becomes our new priority. 

The Manaian Way carries a very different energy, one of love and the 

protection of all beings. 
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The shape of this energy is the shape of an evolving spiral, and this shape does 

not have platforms built for corruptors and tyrants. 

Manaianway.com is a place to find more knowledge on that subject. 

My point is that when we sit in creations of inspired thought vibration, 

everything that is possible in relation to where we have come from, is possible. 

And what do we do with our inspired creations? 

We put it out for show. 

Paintings, buildings, formulas, songs and whatever else we come up with, it 

now holds form that we are happy with, and so we put it out for all to see if we 

are game. 

The reason I say if we are game, is because some people become jealous that 

you have done something, become scathing critics, consciously or 

unconsciously knocking you out of your flow. 

For some of you who are creating your ground breaking ideas, your flow 

becomes everyone else’s confusion, as they cannot grasp the new reality as it 

may be so, foreign. For you, small steps, a little here a little there until enough 

information has been created so there is no confusion about the new ideal. 

When a ground breaking idea, like the wheel is created, or for that matter 

aircraft, skyscrapers, the mobile phone, internet, hills hoist or a mousetrap, 

those who are vested in the old ways become the first to criticize the new. 

The Manaian Way`s Free Basic Needs society model for the world, because of 

its scale, maybe less fathomable than that of those other ideas, but if you look 

at all those ideas above, you will realize that the whole world has embraced 

those other changes. 

The difference is that the Manaian Way was intentionally created for the 

benefit of all mankind to be the solution to the woes of todays restricted 

systematic beaurocracy model, which filters the wealth to a few against the 

openly enslaved populace.  
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Chapter 4 

Exceeding patterns and timing 

 

Patterns are everywhere. 

They are cyclical, from the sun coming up, to the way a company starts or the 

way you do your hair in the morning, meaning that these happenings are as 

regular as clock work. 

Each of you run patterns. 

Daily life is a pattern, weekly life is a pattern, and seasons are patternous, as 

are the movements of planets in the solar system. 

So we have small indiscriminate patterns running in every second of our life, 

and in the longest stages of our seen galaxy.  

Can we change this? 

Yes and No. 

Everything can alter through stages, say you brush your teeth every day, but 

not today, or you didn’t have a baby, and now you do. 

A change for you, yes, but are you just following an unforeseen pattern of 

normality? Something that was on the cards of choice. To conceive or not to 

conceive. A pattern of life. 

You and I are not so different, and we are each caught up in patterns we are 

either aware of, or so unaware that everything that happens to us, is a shock. 

We are a conditioned lot. Conditioned to believe the TV or Bank Interest, 

whether the truth of these things are so, or not, amongst many other 

conditionings. School has been the conditioning tool to program responsive 

workers to a life of consumerism, all with the same dream of the quarter acre 

with house and white picket fence, 2 and a half kids and a pet. 

We are conditioned through our literature, our bibles and faith, so without 

understanding anything else, you are an energy form inhabiting a conditioned 

and patterned biological organism, which in its entirety, continues to operate 

using those directives it has gained through its many encounters, until the time 

comes when it expires. 

Mm mm.  
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Each stage of change, is natural to nearly everyone on the planet, but is 

patterned. Always is and always was. 

Am I saying life is predestined or predetermined? No, but it is definitely 

patterned. 

Timing is part of each pattern, and is also patterned. 

Once a cycle has started, the pattern of that cycle continues over and over, and 

timing is part of this cyclical pattern. 

February follows January, winter does not follow summer, Lunchtime is after 

breakfast, meaning that there is a time for each change. 

This is natural timing, where we see that the flow of things has a natural timing 

for the next step to occur. Natural timing is patterned. 

When we try to go against the flow, to mix it up, disastrous consequences take 

place. 

Mixing up the seasons would not get seeds to germinate, so we would all 

starve. Stopping the sun from rising would keep us cold and so forth. 

War has disastrous consequences, so do you think this is in the natural flow? 

War, like everything else is a choice, and you are now caught up in it, but was it 

your choice? 

When war is upon you, you have 3 choices. Be on one side or the other, or try 

and stay out of it. Again this is a pattern where whatever you choose, could 

end up with the same result. Death or persecution, either during or after. 

Your choice reflects your view of all that you are aware of, to be happening 

around you. 

So what about your life on the planet that todays system places on you?  

When you focus down, you can say your life is good or bad, or that you don’t 

like this or that, but when you bring your view out to that of all things are a 

simple consequence of what we accept, and that we are accepting this reality 

out of patterning, then we have a choice to alter our reality. 

This is the time where the timing is in harmony with our natural patterned 

change. 
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This is the time to re-create the game of life on planet earth, and anywhere 

else we may be moved out to inhabit. 

We have done the evolutionary steps and the pattern and timing is now right 

to build humanities new foundation on the strongest footing we can ever 

create, and that is the needs of the people at this point in time. 

This includes the protection of our animals and resources, and the planet and 

her vast range of environments, as we need a sustainable model to continue to 

reside on Earth. 

Until now, you may or may not be aware of all the patterns you are running, let 

alone the patterns of everything else around you. 

From waking up and having a cup of coffee before food, or getting in your car 

at the same time to go to work, to the same cars you are driving alongside to 

get to work, to the petrol company patterns and the bank and council patterns, 

and the sun coming up. 

There are too many things for us to fathom, so we stay unconscious to most of 

the patterns around us but we tend to pick up on discrepancies which we 

would say is intuition. 

The more we understand, the more chance we have to change something. 

 

Chapter 5 

Understanding the body of things 

 

When we start to understand the body of things, we must include how 

everything coexists and that everything that coexists has and is in cyclical 

patterns of each to their own. 

Then we also understand how one or more coexisting patterns affect other 

cyclical patterns. 

Example. Becoming a mother while you are still at school.  

Your choice to try sex, has not only altered your body, or emotions, but has 

now altered peoples view of you, your parents lives, what you thought you 

might be, and even the farmer who helps to feed more people. 
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Each 1 choice has innumerable consequences, which we usually do not even 

think of especially when someone flutters their eyes at us. 

Patterns yes, but is this conscious or unconscious as it all plays out? 

Your patterned response is also choice oriented. Yes, no, or undecided. 

I bring this up for 2 reasons. The first is that our responses, come through our 

awareness of any given subject, for which will all have a differing awareness. 

Secondly that most of our choices stem from the exact same way as every 

other pattern we run, and by that I say we are semi-conscious at that point in 

time. 

So how do we create from old choices, old patterning and beliefs, to a new 

choice which has not ever been present in our lives? 

Who has heard the stories of the tall ships reaching new lands, where the 

natives apparently could not see these things because they had no reference 

of them? 

Of course, once one native was aware, he could explain it in terms for the 

others to see. It`s kind of like aliens and space ships. 

Like in any pattern, someone sees it first and then alerts the rest. 

The Manaian Way is just that. 

Created from thought, which included everything that came before it, it is a 

logical progression to the problematic system we are currently residing in, and 

have previously tried to live. 

The problem has always been what the foundation of any society was 

supposed to achieve. 

We are living in the intention of the founding creator, and whether the creator 

of this system understood the impact it was to have on the people and 

environment, or not, does not matter anymore. 

What now matters is understanding that we are souls united, on a living 

organism, with enough awareness, that through our past, we have finally 

arrived at a perfect time to instigate a radical change to an alternate human 

reality, with both minimal impact from where we currently are, and, with a 

plan that looks after every living soul with everything else also in mind. 
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Surely we can embrace a change that we can all understand will benefit 

mankind and the planets environment, by sustainably setting up mindful 

guidelines which impacts this new future path. 

The Manaian Way embraces as much information as is required to deliberately 

create a sustainable humane, loving and protected reality on the largest 

possible footing of strength we have, which can be built upon further as new 

information comes to light. 

Because the Manaian Way accepts everything in its entirety, it has been 

created to bring back into existence, an abundance to all things which dwell 

upon the earth.  

Systems created for money make profit had to create scarcity, so lands are 

carved up, animals are caged up, and people and resources are exploited. 

These systems have been perfected, to keep you in a position to continue 

working, just for you to survive and live in scarcity, while the riches are filtered 

back to the creators. 

Ownership is the favoured tool of the rich and famous, yet in a paradox, they 

only want control of everything while you are the one with the ownership 

responsibilities. 

The Manaian Way wants the people to own everything through the one name, 

uniting us all in responsibility, while not being personably responsible. We can 

be whatever we want, whilst knowing that whatever we do, will have an effect 

on more than just the people around us. 

The Manaian society will police itself, yet probably need no police. This is 

because, each of us will know, what will hurt our society, and what will help. 

Together we will change and or remove everything that is doing harm to every 

species still on the planet, and we will all understand why. 

All the money in the world will not get projects off the ground if they do not 

benefit humanity and her environment. 

The way the system operates today, certain resources will be used up, then 

new resources will be used with what will be thought of as new technology. 

The thing is, all this new technology already exists in the holding tank at the 

patent office, and it will blast out onto the scene like Microsoft for the next 

great money making exercise. 
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Tesla had patents for radio but after his death it was Marconi that brought 

wireless to the world and for introducing Tesla`s concept kept at the patent 

office. 

Knowing the Patent office’s patterns, the Manaian system would help any 

inventors with new products, and pay those other inventors to put their ideas 

on show which may further spark new ideas to further improve the sustainable 

holistic approach to everything. 

 

Chapter 6. 

The characteristics 

 

To see characteristics in systems and patterns is just an awareness of the way 

they operate, which means you can see where they are likely to end up, and 

more so the habits and ways these systems do things. 

It is not very often that a brand new system comes along, in which by being 

different frightens all the rest. Some of these new concepts are immediately 

embraced, while others never get off the ground, so what happens between 

the 2. 

Your characteristic holds an energy, and so does a systems characteristic.  

If you are the creator of a system, and no one else helped you, the energy of 

that system will carry much of your energy, as you decipher your own 

information from your own inspired thought. 

Once you have written it down you will see that the system carries its own 

vibration, its own feeling and this carries on creating a character of its own. 

Can this change? Yes, as does everything as it evolves, but the signature, the 

character of which, continues. 

Take for example the English King who gave charter for the East India Trading 

company to sail the high seas to trade stuff to make a profit. 

The characteristic of Kings is to rule over all and extend his lands. We know this 

from history. 

The characteristic of the E.I.T.C was to be an arm under the Kings service, 

which is what the King thought, but in actual fact, the E.I.T.C instead was given 
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liberties to denigrate natives, murdering and raping under the Kings name, and 

profiting from trade after trade. 

The East India Traders had a unique characteristic, where they could pass off 

any and all atrocities, until one day when they stopped trading and vanished. 

This company had all the power and money and no responsibility. Do you think 

they would just close up shop? No. they simply changed their name to the 

Crown. 

Why did they do this? It was because they were coming of age, and there were 

no new lands to conquer. This was the time to implement the scarcity phase. 

The carve up through ownership. 

The East India Trading Company is the Crown Corporation. The characteristics 

are still identical, and the recent name change was to disassociate the two, 

where blame for all things past could be re-directed. This is likely to pattern 

and repeat too. 

The E.I.T.C slave trading flag is now used on some of our court houses. The 

chained unicorn and the lion. The energy of that flag still resides in it and when 

coupled to today’s courtrooms, should make you very nervous. 

Is the Crown Corporation the biggest player on Earths stage? I do not know, 

but what I do know is that the leopard cannot change its spots, and nor can 

any of us for that matter. 

If you were born a boy but played with dolls and dressed up in girl’s clothes, 

your natural state is not on some football ground. Your characteristics are 

already in you, and your vibration confirms it. No amount of therapy drugs or 

beatings will change that, but you may become more secluded and show your 

true self to only your most close and trusted friends. 

A lion is still a lion, whether it’s hand-raised or brought up with other lions. 

The story of Lambert the sheepish lion is not unique in that one animal can 

take on the traits of what brought it up until one day something happens and 

the real you roars out into the world causing chaos for all around it, because 

you are now not the safe and familiar being everyone thought you were. 

Tarzan was supposedly brought up by wolves, then one day roared as a man 

and so forth. 

My point is the Manaian Way also has a characteristic definitively its own.  
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Being open and transparent with its information so anyone can view its intent, 

it can be open to scrutiny and at the same time stay humble through the 

knowing of its beginning. 

We can see it from a seed, and understand how and why it will grow into a 

seedling and then mature into a great tree. 

We will grow with it guiding it to be the greatest it can be, with all of its 

parents and guardians looking on. 

Together we will keep the Manaian Way on the straight and narrow, with room 

to be a bit cheeky and grow into what we all hope it will be, and because we 

want it to grow and evolve without restriction, we have given it the shape of 

the spiral. 

In shape of such a form, so much that was previously impossible to do, to be 

able to be achieved, is now possible. 

 

Chapter 7. 

We can be anything, and what that takes. 

 

For many of us, we all wanted to be something. Some of us made it and some 

of us didn’t, so what do you believe is the difference? 

There are so many factors that it may be nearly impossible to define the most 

correct available answer at this time, needless to say training and commitment 

has a lot to do with it. 

Then you have to have the right attitude, but maybe not at the start. 

For some it was not your intention to be a champion but your parents. Didn’t 

Tiger Woods father force him to become what he became? 

Dyson Heppell`s father had him run laps of the town in early morning darkness 

sometimes in tears with his brother and yet became an Essendon champion. 

Greatness is in all of us. Will it come out, only you can answer that? Do you 

need a push along, again you probably know the answer to that too, but will 

you get one? 
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If you are nurtured while you learn what your gifts are, you become 

empowered in yourself, and if you are pushed to be more than you are before 

the timing is right, you may create self-doubt and possibly choke if you have 

not dealt with the emotion. 

These 2 factors of training and commitment, and mental empowerment are 

the most important factors to being what you want to be. 

Then we have ability, but is this a pre-requisite? Yes and No. 

There are many self-taught people who do not possess the supposed right 

actions to be what it is they aspire to be. Who made that so important? Again 

we can only be ourselves and to be taught to do things the supposed right way, 

may have never been the right way for you. 

For some however, they would not make it without a coach, who studies the 

forms of the greats and models you after them. Many copied the great 

Mahomed Ali who was chiselled out of Casius Clay. 

We know certain people we aspire to have patterns. When we follow those 

same patterns we will come very close to the same result. Rich people have 

patterns, Entrepreneurs have patterns, builders and sparkies have patterns 

and so it goes. 

Just copy the pattern and you become a copy of what you copied. Simple. This 

is how we go from being an apprentice to a master. 

The same thing applies when you create something new.  

The first Kung Fu man had no-one to copy, so he would have practiced and 

practiced until it became second nature. Then he became the master and was 

able to teach others in the way of Kung Fu. 

The Manaian Way is the same. 

To build it, study it, regurgitate it, pull it apart and rebuild it with more 

knowledge and then do it all over again, eventually helps me to understand it 

in its entirety so I may simply be able to speak its message to whoever wishes 

to hear about it. 

For me the Manaian Way is now clear. 

It has a simple foundation concerning every souls basic needs, which as a 

species of humans, can alter our reality by all deciding that a world built on 
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Free basic needs is far more beneficial than a world built on the false 

foundation of money. 

It is the Manaian`s right to these needs everywhere he goes on this planet or 

any other planet, and this is very important that we know these are our 

guidelines which include the rights of the animals and the environments. 

We are going to start this life change with property purchases in the same 

name, and we understand that we are all equal owners of these properties, 

and that a guardian will be placed in each of these properties to use and 

protect that which is ours. 

From this solar will be installed at the property and also tanks for both free 

electricity and free water. 

When there are many houses in the scheme in the same area, a basic free food 

supply will also be introduced. 

From here many other needs can be added, but we have the real basics 

covered in power, water, food and shelter. 

This will bring the basic cost of living for all people, down to zero, and the old 

version of poverty will have disappeared. Soup kitchens and homeless shelters 

will disappear, as will the likes of charities such as St Vinnies etc. because of 

their outdated models.  

When you look at what these charities were set up for, the Manaian Way 

encompasses all of these things, but in a modern sustainable and progressive 

way, with the added benefit of all of the money going into this Fund, gets 

withdrawn and then is repaid over 10 years to be re-used again and again and 

again with no funds being required for management. 

Banks run a system (perfect to copy) and very similar to this, but without any 

benefit to us, the user. 

The Manaian Way places responsibility on each person for a total of 10 years 

who exist on the planet today, and once these properties are all purchased, no 

more will anyone be bound to pay for what he requires to exist. 

Now that is what it takes to have the start of anything we want. 

Freedom. 
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For the first time ever, we are working toward a basic freedom and equality 

never before seen on planet Earth, and the tools of which are simple enough 

for all of this planets beings to comprehend. 

Awareness. 

The new tool of success. 

 

 

Chapter 8 

But we cannot do everything in this form 

 

As human we are at a disadvantage in a way as we have to breathe, eat, drink 

and sleep. 

Our biological form is ok for us to surround and use while on this planet, but 

this is only available until we move on and the biological entity eventually 

decays. 

As a pure thought form, you require hosts where you can be involved in the 

planetary games through many life-times, yet we seem to forget why we are 

here but have guides and bits and pieces of the puzzle shown to us to keep us 

on track. 

Evolution seems to be very slow, but this is only a human perspective. If you 

have lived a million lifetimes, this one would only be a speck in your memory, 

so it depends where we are coming from. 

With the patterns we spoke about, we may have done this all before. 

This is intriguing I know, but in this human form we are super slow compared 

to the speed of an evolving thought form.  

Have some of us brought the technology in too early that the Patent office had 

to be created? Or that some are reborn to a greater awareness bringing with 

them past knowledge to speed up our progress? 

We cannot answer until we know more. Today’s answer would be too 

speculative. 
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The thing is, the speed at which we may have evolved has been continually 

blocked as the system we are born into undermines our evolution for 

another’s gain. 

But for what reason? 

More souls are born to this world, as we continue to populate. 

Are we here to fix the blockage? 

Blocked evolution brings slow change, but things must and will evolve whether 

blocked or not. 

When something inspiring happens we surge, and when something bad 

happens we cringe. Expansive and contractive.  

Living in a fear based society keeps us in a contractive state. We get this stuff 

now. A contractive state allows for only the slowest evolution. 

Look at the state you would be in when the Manaian Way is in operation. 

Everything about the Manaian state is expansive. The two are chalk and 

cheese, worlds apart. 

I am saying that whilst we live in today’s system, today it offers us nothing but 

a tightening, more of the same and our evolutionary progress is stuck in first 

gear, and at present you are able to choose another system which can be 

implemented now, which offers an entirely different outcome and hits top 

gear just by using the same resources differently. 

Changing the construct, the 16th century founding stone for a new 21st century 

footing of united strength encompassing the globe, is the Manaian proposal. 

 

Chapter 9. 

The Avatar and you 

 

I have gone over this in the many previous chapters that the human experience 

is identical to the avatar in the movie Avatar. 

You, are the thought form powering the body. 

That’s as simple as it gets. 
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We have heard stories of reincarnation, but these are in essence. 

The exact you does not get reborn like Dolly the sheep, so you can’t tell it apart 

century after century. If you could we could pick up on our love or hatred, 

believing that the incarnated soul is going to do the same again. 

Our soul or our essence may or may not incarnate over and over, and many 

who believe in reincarnation say that we are imprinted with the same traits 

and usually come back into the same family circle, where you might be a 

brother and come back as an aunt etc. 

I have had the privilege of trying to die in a dream. I walked off the edge of a 

cliff and plummeted down and down and at the last minute I was whooshed to 

safety like I had giant wings. Was my mind believing I was in human form yet 

my soul knew a different story? 

Testing reality and dreamtime seems to be my thing as I am constantly looking 

out for solutions to just about everything. 

When you become both the avatar and the driver, if you can hold the sanity of 

the insanity, your awareness can grow where you can find further peace and 

guidance. 

Each of us has gone through the stage of connecting with our biological form, 

which we will be leaving when we are done with it. That’s a fact. 

Whether you believe as I do is entirely up to you, but if you come to grips with 

the end of the avatars use, and think maybe it is possible, then those who go 

into shock and are caught between existences, I can offer this advice. Hear 

everything and hold it as a ``could be`` so you may be able to make sense of 

your crossing. 

Your avatar is able to go into hibernation and do super human things when 

lives depend on you. Monks have been known to sit in the snow without 

jackets and be perfectly warm and safe using mind techniques. Others have 

been recorded lifting a car off someone, yet not being able to in a different 

situation. 

The mind of the avatar is programmable, to the extent that if you do not 

program yourself or constantly check your programming, others and other 

things will do it for you, and when I say others, that could also be from non-

physical beings and the society you grew up in. 
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Was it adrenalin that allowed a car to be lifted, or an outsourced program 

placed in your mind at that time? Did the person who did the feat have a sore 

back the next day, or suffer from anything afterward? Questions never asked 

nor answered. 

When your avatar gets physically hurt, we understand what happened to get 

that scrape cut or damage, but when your avatar gets a disease the cause is 

never understood. We can ``catch`` a cold or the flu, but how did we catch it? 

Who threw it to us for us to catch? 

There is a difference between east and western treatments of the same 

complaint, and that is because one treats the after affect, and one works on 

the cause. 

Louise Hay has a ``Heal your Life `` book which shows how to marry up where 

you are emotionally creating your own dis-ease, and in what part of the body it 

is likely to manifest into. 

In the native days we had witch doctors. Healers with a vast array of mental 

tools as well as herbal remedies. 

Clearing your body of stored emotion, helps the cells to regenerate these cells 

without the same blocked program. 

Cells are said to regenerate every 30 days.  

They can regenerate with whatever emotion is stored in those organs, or you 

can literally remove the attached emotion and the regenerating cells will start 

to slowly come back to optimum working performance, meaning you have 

healed yourself. 

I have at present an unhappy Liver. The physical attribute is that I drink when I 

get stressed, but if I was to clear the emotional barriers of not being good 

enough, the stress would go along with the emotional triggers to drink, and I 

would look back and wonder where all my issues went. 

You see it sounds easy, but when we do something long enough, we become 

entrenched in it and fail to see up over the walls we have built for our self. 

Each of us have cells that are cancerous but benign, and these are activated to 

grow only in some of us. Do you have cancerous thoughts on anything? If you 

do I suggest you forgive who or whatever and get some Healing help as well. 
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We create our own dis-ease through our thoughts, and the longer or more we 

are emotionally hurt over something, we manifest it onto our avatar. 

Look at the person who dies of testicular cancer who was pissed off all the 

time, or the person with eye problems who can’t see other people’s view. 

Anyone with a sore right leg can’t move forward and the list goes on and on. 

You are the field which powers your drone. Your field has layers that are 

known by Kinesiologists and healers alike, so make an impromptu appointment 

and let them disrupt your manifestations, which are starting to become 

physical or have already become physical and keeps coming back because you 

haven’t dealt with it. 

 

 

Chapter 10. 

Everything holds form in its own consciousness 

 

You are a perfect example of this. 

We start as a seed and as we grow we become much much more, and we do 

more and more things, and as we move through our evolving state, our form 

also alters to match that which we then have become. 

I started life skinny, lived on a farm and became strong, then worked for myself 

and by myself and I became solid. Now I do not do these things and I have 

become fat. 

What I do or have done, fitted to what I looked like. 

This is both mental and physical. Super athletes aren’t fat or solid and watch 

their food intake. Boxers are strong and solid and need different amounts and 

types of food than the super athlete. 

This is a type. What we punch in to the key board for our avatar, we create. 

Why am I fat? 

It is because I am still eating for the strong and the solid, for work that I now 

do not do, and I am undecided what type of being I now want to be. 
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When we are out of consciousness, we use the last available pattern, and 

instead of using the foodstuffs to keep the muscle going for which my eating 

habits were intended, and those same habits now make me tired and lazy. 

Do you see the correlation? 

Being aware of our avatar from an outer view such as I write, seems to make 

easier sense when it comes to creating changes in yourself. 

Step 1 do this, step 2 do that and so forth. 

We are what we believe we are, and if we keep believing that we are what we 

say we are, our physical appearance will match it to a type. We will even dress 

to match. 

This is the same in all things. 

Some animal predators have grown up with their prey, and have taken on the 

prey’s habits and ways, like the story of the lion who thought it was a sheep, 

and then became the lion when the jackals started to kill those sheep. 

It’s not quit the same but I like the story. 

Corporations evolve from companies, and each company has an intention to 

create what it creates or destroy what it wants too and is run by a CEO who 

answers to the company board. 

The board tells the CEO where to drive the car to and the CEO steers. Your 

Prime Minister or President is a CEO. 

The board of the Crown Corporation directs Australia and New Zealand and the 

Prime Minister/ CEO`s steer the countries to their next objectives. 

If we do not give our avatar a direction, it flounders, the same as any country. 

Old outdated information or direction, causes muscular dystrophy and weight 

gain, meaning when the game changes we are too fat to keep up. America is 

full of fat cats and huge corporations. 

There is a consciousness at General Motors, that they have the best 

automobile, and are riding on an outdated road like route 66. In fact by staying 

in this consciousness, GM has had the biggest decline in sales than any other 

car manufacturer, as Japanese cars take over their markets. The Japanese cars 

are better made and are much more compact and fuel efficient. 
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The Japanese car makers have a modern consciousness which is aligned with 

the people, who want safer, fuel efficient, compact cars that are easily 

repairable, but also they pride themselves on quality products. 

This is something you can feel and see in both form and consciousness. 

The Crown`s form is not interested in helping the people, but has always used 

people as commodities to do their bidding.  

The Crown`s consciousness comes out through its laws and policies from 

Government to local Government, but because this corporation is so large, you 

have to step way back to see what it is doing. 

The Government has arms and legs doing all sorts of things. These come under 

Ministries. 

Ministries cover everything, and lately the immigration minister has come 

under fire for deceiving students to come to our countries, selling them job 

qualifications through student visas and classes, as the way to get permanent 

residency. The websites say this and the officials say this, however this is not 

the case, and a whistle blower has shown the truth that they are doing this to 

keep their schools full but have no intention to allow these kids to stay after 3 

years. 

The building minister, in NZ had a leaky home problem, where they eventually 

put all the responsibility onto the builder. Regulated timber treatment was 

rotting which was the timber manufacturer problem, trade qualifications and 

building regulations which were passed by the Government that the builder 

must adhere to and pay council inspectors to check, somehow became the 

builder’s problem. 

The list is endless, but we still are able to see that old East India Trading 

Company consciousness running through what we are still bound by. 

The Manaian Way also has a form and consciousness, for which you will have 

to decipher on your own, as I am trying to sell you on the benefits of the new 

way. 
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Chapter 11. 

Choice 

 

The only thing we have is choice. 

Choice to be what we want. Choice to be skinny or fat. Choice to be rich or 

poor, or what car to buy or food to eat or what team to follow. 

Choice. And until this book was created, one more choice that we have never 

had the privy to choose. 

And that was, what type of system would we like to work from or to live in? 

I am not asking you to choose to immediately live a new way. No. What I am 

saying is that a choice is now available for you to have a choice where one was 

not before, present. 

And this new choice is not something to choose, but something to build off to 

the side while we all go along the way we always do. 

You see, this Manaian Way choice is so different in shape size and scale, that 

we cannot just jump ship and board this new one. No 

Because of the enormity of this we can slowly build it up through using the 

ready resources in a different way, and this takes time and a new found 

awareness. 

At present I am choosing an entity to get this going. Public, private, not for 

profit, charity or company or even a new church. 

The thing is, everything in these groups have ways that seem to use most of 

the funds generated to run, and this is not what I want. 

I understand that this is a charitable venture but is it? 

To me charitable is giving to someone without return, where the setup of this 

gives and the returns are re-given in an endless loop. 

Charitable ventures are usually specific to one of today’s system flaws to do 

with hunger homelessness and poverty. The Red Cross had a target, as do all 

charities, but these charities pale in the wake of the Manaian Way because all 

of these charitable causes are encompassed as the peoples real needs which 

don’t just come and go, but are there in everyday life. 
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Would all charities simply fold into the free basic needs model of the Manaian 

Way, or like Greenpeace, stay alive to keep its employees in paid work? 

Again this comes down to intent and consciousness. 

These are old companies and corporations that in reality will not be able to 

change, so would be better off to amalgamate together into the Way using the 

new intent, as this change is inevitable when the Manaian Way starts to march 

across the planet. 

However, we can see through their shape and real intent that they will 

probably fight to stay in existence to keep what is, rather than transform into 

something better for the whole. 

Building this new civilization is fun as we realise how some things will 

transform, and how some things will emerge and some will disappear entirely. 

A free needs based society places free basic needs as a more valuable 

commodity than money. This becomes our newly dictated choice. Needs 

before money. Mm mm. 

We all have a creative streak, so I will let you work on whether or not your job 

will be, or should be, still there or secure as the Manaian Way also dictates 

that if it is not good for the people or our environment we should cease doing 

it. 

It’s fine to keep doing it until you are a safe Manaian, but you will be prepared 

for the inevitability of the company you work for because of the work it does, 

through your new awareness. 

Choice is the only thing we can truly call our own, so it makes sense to arm 

ourselves with as much knowledge as is possible. 

The Manaian Way is open to view, as I am trying to show you the outside and 

inside of this creation, as well as what I expect our future will look like, with 

what will be there and what will eventually be lost. 

Another reason for showing everything is that a picture can form, that we are 

all able to see. The first ship on a native`s horizon so to speak. 

Like the previous chapters suggest, everything has a form and a consciousness 

created from the awareness of that time. We are portraying the energy of our 

creation and whether it is in the flow and has the right timing, and all the 
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cosmic tumblers seem to be lining up as the prophesised new spiritual path 

emerges from the darkness. 

Can this new path for humanity be given passage in our life time or do our kids 

have to fight for it is a choice we haven’t yet chosen, due to the fact only a 

handful of people even know a new choice does indeed exist, and there are 

many who are waiting for it to be revealed. 

Our choice is to expand others to the Manaian way, because we want what it 

offers and believe they probably do to, or we can choose to leave it on a shelf 

and not even read it for years. 

Before any choice, we are better equipped if we contemplate on that choice by 

running our programs of memory and deductive reasoning. We are also very 

capable of making immediate and fast decisions because we already know 

what we want. 

For me that is in buying property. I know what I want because I have created a 

template in my mind of what it is, and any property that falls into my criteria is 

visited and the offer is made. 

If I want money, property is my vehicle, and I have a template which has been 

learnt by trial and error, that has many programmed factors which weigh my 

decision directly to a yes or no. 

Problem solving is my key. 

This was of course not always the case, but now I have a very good grasp on 

property related issues which means I have no resistance to singing a contract 

immediately.  

 

 

Chapter 12 

Lack of understanding creates resistance 

 

Like in the emotional field of our avatar, our lack of understanding become the 

blocks which over time forms our disease, and the same blocks of resistance 

are also in everything because you have a lack of understanding of what you 

are resisting. 
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Who is scared of something? 

Scared of something triggers your reactive state fight flight or freeze. 

What about snakes? 

They are sneaking in the grass, quiet killers, waiting for the next victim. If that 

is all you know about snakes then that makes me scared. 

More knowledge would help you have much less fear, if you realized that you 

are too big to fit in their mouth, or that they feel you coming and hide in a 

hole, and if you make noise they can get away and that they have killed less 

people than a level crossing, would you be as scared? But you do not hear of 

too many people who are scared of level crossings. 

The more we know about snakes the safer we feel. Yes there is a danger still, 

but you probably will never see one in the wild anyway. 

Resistance fighters find a cause to fight. Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks, 

Malcolm X, Joan of Arc, William Wallace, Rob Roy McGreggor, Ned Kelly, 

Trugannini, Jimmy Blacksmith and Robin Hood, but to name a few all fought for 

justice in a world that didn’t want any resistance. 

As far as I know, Nelson Mandela was the first to transition from a resistance 

fighter to align himself with what already was. To resist nothing. 

There is a difference. Can you see it? 

In contemplation on Robin Island, Nelson emerged, not as a changed man but 

as an evolved one, and without him I may not have been. 

When this Manaian idea came to me I was angry that we had been stripped of 

our wealth by the NAB, when the global monetary bubble shook in 2008/2009, 

and the bank decided not to complete half-finished properties that had rental 

contracts which would have returned 18.5% on the money spent. They 

collapsed us saying 20% was the figures they require, thus we lost 3 million 

dollars in the process. This had me wanting to get everyone back, as I was in 

resistance to the systematic behaviour that the banks and insurance 

companies and governments play. 

A Welsh outlaw came to visit, related through my wife, hence outlaw, and I 

showed him what I was creating and he said that it was angry and going 

against the establishment. 
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Just like Nelson, I realized I had to drop my resistance and re-do everything so 

it was in alignment with the flow of both the establishment and the people. 

Thank you David. 

What I now understand is the establishment’s systematic control measures 

that I have come across, and how and why we are all being treated the way we 

are. This knowledge has allowed me to create an almost perfected Manaian 

system by dropping the fear due to this awareness. 

The Establishment will not have to pay the dole or do public housing, so we 

help them in that way. 

The Manaian way does not take the Governments power away, although 

through unifying under this new construct, the scale of power changes to that 

of the people who will impact the role of Government, as we eventually 

become the larger force. 

When the world enjoys this new awareness, we can move as one united 

movement with our arms around one another, instead of hiding a gun in our 

back pockets, and ``we can be in the biggest army the world has ever seen and 

we are marching as one on the road to the Holy Grail``. 

God I love that song. 

Some songs hold great meaning, such as a Beautiful World, Holy Grail, Imagine, 

and The Voice etc. to name just a few. 

The authors of these while in their inspired thought had all tapped into 

something quite moving and profound, and then put these out for all to listen 

too, touching some instantly, and others years later yet the song goes on and 

gets to each soul when the timing is right. 

Music changes and evolves, and when we get caught up in an era of music, we 

become blocked to the new information brought through in other era`s. The 

songs above are from the 50s and 80s but the Madden Brothers We are Done 

is around 2006 and also packs a message. 

I have recently moved back to my home country of Australia, a lot more 

enlightened than when I left and like Casius Clay, I have chiselled off many old 

beliefs and patterns about myself and the real me has emerged. This has not 

gone too well with members of my extended family. 
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My mother, sisters and now an aunty do not want me to be the new me at 

present, as their beliefs have them believing that what I am trying to do will 

somehow impact upon them, as what I am showing that will be created cannot 

be done by someone like me. 

Why are your family members your harshest critics, when they are also your 

greatest teachers? 

I wrote a poem, the first line reads `` I am the Prometheus, the awaited son``, 

which I again was criticised. Each to their own, I do not discriminate anyone`s 

religious beliefs, however I have been told that I am on the wrong path and 

helping the world can only be done by Jesus as it is written. 

My poem states I am the awaited son, and I do not proclaim to be him, but 

that makes me think, who was Jesus? Was he not a carpenter who went 

around bringing his message to the masse`s without the help of the internet 

and advertising? Was he not proclaimed to be God`s son in a human form who 

eventually died for our sins, that arose then left and now some are awaiting his 

return? And wasn’t he born on the 20th of the 5th as it was originally written? 

Those using the Bible, from the first edition to the last New Testament, have 

been waiting a long time for Jesus to return and save you all, but hey, who am I 

to judge? 

I wish to point out that some of us are not awaiting a saviour, and instead are 

actively seeking the saviour type information to bring us out of our godless 

ways. 

Was Jesus just a man who was open to receive higher messages while working 

his trade or in sleep, just like everyone else on the planet? What stands out to 

me is that Jesus acted on his higher knowing and then he followed what he 

was acting on with a conviction that eventually got him convicted on. Did he 

stand for something to his final day? Yes, but was it not exactly the same as 

what William Wallace did in Braveheart or the amazing Joan of Arc? 

A conviction is when we are convinced something is correct, and we cannot be 

swayed one way or another. This can come from an ingrained belief, but that 

usually takes years and centuries. What makes someone believe something 

that is new thinking to nearly everyone else, and then becomes convinced that 

it is the way to be? We may never know. 
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Does the Bible not talk of how we need to be to one another and talk of past 

judgements and some history of where we originated from, and how to get to 

the Promised Land? 

Does it say we should work toward creating the Promised Land, or that we can 

bugger this planet up and fly away to another planet to recreate the same 

issues? 

Like I said, I haven’t read it, but 100 monkeys give me a rough knowing of what 

it pertains, and because I am not swayed by this passage or that, I cannot get 

caught in religious debate, that if ``He`` was this wonderful being, then he 

would be implanting his knowledge into anyone who would listen so he could 

influence their actions. 

Spiritualists hold to their scriptures, but do they test them?  

I`m just saying maybe some of that stuff could be too outdated for today`s 

living. 

Holding something too tightly gives it no air to breathe or evolve to see other 

possibilities.  

 

 

Chapter 13. 

We live in a regurgitating construct that is also evolving 

 

Again we are talking about the recurrence of the same thing, yet each time 

each pattern comes around, the form it was, is now slightly further evolved. 

Like I have said earlier, evolution appears slow from the human perspective, 

but if you were to look at it from a soul perspective, it would not be so. 

The evolution of mankind starts to our mind-set, from Adam and Eve in the 

Garden of Eden. This is the truth for many followers of the Bible, but…..what of 

the Emerald Tablets version? 

How did Adam and Eve get there? Who were their creators? What were they 

created for? And why has nobody questioned these unanswered questions 

when the answers were always on the planet, but we chose not to put 2 and 2 

together. 
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What did Adam evolve from? Now there`s a question that makes you go back 

into something else’s evolution to bring it to that point. 

Dad always said which came first, the chicken or the egg. He cannot accept 

that it depends on what was thought of first. Is it not because he is not evolved 

enough but is more probable that what he was taught to believe is now 

concreted. 

Expanding our view upsets the delicate balance of everything we know and 

hold dear, because if the new question or answer has merit, then everything 

else we know may also be incorrect. 

Evolving patterns that have led to Mandela and Ali to be what they became, 

have also brought forth the Manaian Way to be in our psyche. 

Has the essence of Jesus evolved? Yes it also must have, and in spirit form it 

can reach all those earth bound souls who have cleared a frequency to allow 

the messages to come forth. Doesn’t the same essence which Jesus was 

connected to, be the same as what Nelson, William and Joan connected too? 

Maybe some of us are connected to the same stuff as well? 

Like I say, the box I will be fitted into over time will depend on my actions 

during this period of conviction. 

We all understand that when we do not deal with something, the lesson seems 

to get harder and harder. This is because what we should have dealt with, 

starts to be en-trenched in us, stopping us seeing the simplicity in how to deal 

with it. 

Changing the world. 

Can you imagine someone being able to crawl out of that bottomless trench to 

come up with something new to benefit all beings? I mean how much effort 

and understanding needed to have taken place for this to have occurred?  If it 

was easy, don’t you think thousands would have done it eons ago? 

We regurgitate the same patterns in all things, until the last day, when enough 

is enough and someone is awoken to the games playing all around them, and 

chooses to build a new construct slash new game slash playing field, which is a 

natural ending and the start of yet another pattern. 
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Football has evolved from direct frontal contact with steel capped Jenkins 

boots and nail in stops, to moulded souls and skin tight jumpers and contact 

from all angles. Reasoning alters our next attempts at the same game.  

If I was committed to creating a light bulb when none existed, I also would 

have tried over 1000 times. 

As we evolve our knowledge evolves, and we continue on until we have failed 

to find the next wrong answer. This would mean we have succeeded, but each 

wrong answer is, in itself success. 

I am also blown away by people standing up for me at present, as I have not 

had this sort of support before. Am I being protected because the idea is good? 

Or that the tall poppy syndrome that was created for all Australians back in the 

days of the convicts, is being watered down and has less power than it once 

had. 

Back in the days of Port Arthur, there were 10 convicts to one guard. These 

convicts were bound to each other by chain, and if one of the 10 stepped out 

of line the whole line was punished. After a while more convicts kept arriving, 

and instead of needing more guards, the rest of the line kept the restless ones 

in check in fear of being punished themselves. 

Through the countries development, this ``tall poppy`` syndrome has plagued 

Australians. Through our evolution this has slowly dimmed out, to where many 

of us want the inspiration of these individuals to shine brightly and illuminate 

the path for them.  

While in New Zealand, I noticed that there were many Maori who still had a 

grievance about the white man taking over their land. 

We had flats of accommodation in Whangarei and Kaikohe, and the Maori 

tenants seemed to think it was my boats and guns that took over their land. 

The wealthy white landlord could afford the damage they would inflict on his 

property was what they thought, blocking anything else shown to be the 

contrary. Holes in the walls and doors, hot water services and kitchen draws 

being stolen and windows being smashed, because they said I was pakiha and 

pakiha did that to my ancestors. 

Change the record I started to say. Move on. I am in the same position as you. 

The people that took over your lands are not ``us` `just because they were 

white. Everyone’s lands were decimated by the same Corporation, and all are 
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equally in need of help. If you hold yourself in division with me then we cannot 

work together to create a change that is good for us all. 

My tenants did not see my view and I could not afford the continued repair 

costs, and so we phased them out for another race of people. Indians. 

This race seems to be equally persecuted in NZ where we were living. They 

have had to take waiter, cleaner and station attendant jobs while on student 

visas which is supposed to lead to residency according to the department of 

Immigration website. 

Our property manager said Indians were filthy and left curry smells in the units 

and they didn’t have references, so were given properties that couldn’t be 

rented near gangs and in gang streets. Many of these kids were threatened 

and had their money and possessions stolen, and a few were badly beaten. 

Our flats became a safe haven. A new Indian community where everyone 

helped everyone else out. There were Cristian’s, Sikhs and Catholics, and it was 

the Siek religion that stood out for me because when someone did not have 

enough work to live, the Sikh boys shared the work to have equal wages. These 

guys were working for the kiwifruit orchards. 

I can see how the Manaian Way is in a way, in line with both the Sikh and Bible 

religions, but in finding out that the NZ Government was using these kids to 

keep their schools full, but were not willing to allow these kids to get their 

residency, instead they made it tougher to stay and increased the length and 

cost of courses for a qualification that you can use only in NZ is just another 

con in the games people play. 

These students have told of the hardships of their own countries, and what it 

took to get them into NZ and how they would face great shame if they 

returned. 

In a regurgitating world, the only solace for them is they now understand they 

have been played, and are preparing themselves for the inevitable. 

Most of us are caught up in a game but cannot see it. We must increase our 

field of vision and not be frightened of what we will see. 
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Chapter 14. 

Time travel. Differing future outcomes 

 

For the Indians who came to a promised land, which is now not what it was 

promised to be has taken time. Time they wish they could get back, creating 

regret. 

It is the investment that was made, where in hindsight, it may have been 

better to choose another investment instead. 

Each investment however, has traits and outcomes, and patterns in the game 

in which they are boxed. 

For our Indian friends, the game was known very early on, but this was not 

accepted because of what was offered by the Government, so they knuckled 

down and got on with following the rules, where they live a meagre existence 

through the allowed maximum of 20 hours a week of work. This is why they 

can only get menial jobs with very low pay. 

It`s kind of like the ad agencies that offer some glossy and great picture of 

something yet when you get there or buy the product it`s not quite the same. 

The electric car came out when Henry Ford started the first assembly line. 

What would the world be like if he had of liked the electric car over the petrol 

model? What forces were around him which massively played with the future 

of planet earth at that time? 

If Henry had a real choice and chose to mass produce the electric car, would 

Tesla have then improved its range and free electricity could have been 

created, and we wouldn’t have massive pollution problems nor a receding 

ozone layer. 

Every choice affects the rest of the choices to follow, so it is easy to see in this 

example what other future we could have had. 

This brings up the future the way the Manaian Way suggests. We know that 

the planet is chewing through the resources and that hierarchy ideas have 

come up to colonise other planets. We also know that big concentration camps 

are being built and America has the Georgia Guide stones written in 9 

languages saying the planet can only sustain 500 thousand out of 7 billion. 

Looks like the white supremacists want to be all alone. 
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So what about the rest of us. Slaves to the rhythm of what we will be forced to 

do. 

For those in a holding pattern waiting for Jesus, god bless you, but there are 

prophesised events in all cultures of a change of guard. An Armageddon of 

sorts, where the new will be born from the ashes of the old. The Manaian way 

is not a phoenix. 

The Manaian Way is a possible future outcome created for every living soul. 

We are living in the end days of the old society now which is evolving into 

something far worse, and we can see the preparation of that. 

Just like the Indian students, we know this is a game, but we ignore the signs 

and put up with our own meagre existences and hope it will improve, waiting 

for superman to rescue us with the big S on his chest. His symbol for hope. 

We do not know what is in store for us, but we can predict through past 

patterns, that the next evolved establishment path will become a lot drier and 

rockier. 

The Manaian path offers an entirely different outcome, as we stand in this 

point of time, we can ask ourselves, is it time to choose the electric car version 

or stick with the petroleum based world? 

We will be using the same resources, but in an entirely different way, which 

will then lead to differing choices from then on. The great minds like Tesla had, 

would be working for humanity rather than having their inventions separate us 

further. 

There was no war when Henry Ford made his choice, nor will there be as we 

move towards our free basic needs objective. There should be no confusion 

here. 

Both systems can work together until the new one gets stronger and the old 

one morphs into something else. At present we need and rely on the system 

that is, and do not want to change what it is doing. We only want the right to 

this change and the outcome that the Manaian way proposes.  

It is amazing that we can look to our past and see points that have had a 

massive skew into another reality. 
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Besides Henry Ford choosing petrol over electric, John Locke created modern 

day ownership separating us from everything accept that which we could 

peasant-ly afford. 

Of course this opened the door to poverty and slavery where a once abundant 

planet became off limits and scarce. 

The doors even became closed to natural bush medicines and remedy, as the 

plants grew inside fences belonging to someone else. 

So much changes through the either conscious choice of John Locke and his co-

horts while the East India Trading Company sets out to conquer the unknown 

world, and the probable unconscious choice to mass produce the petrol car as 

to where that choice might lead. 

 

 

Chapter 15 

How your past creates your future 

 

We are the sum of our past. 

I have never quite understood that we have been a rock or a tree, but maybe 

we have been at some point in time to learn to stay fixated and committed and 

also sway in the wind and to be able to be carved into the true essence of what 

we are. 

On a global scale, we are intrinsically part of a greater past and so on, but for 

us now on the planet, our history leads us to this present point in time, 

through every choice that has ever been made. 

Your past shows you the evolution to this point, the how and why of how you 

got here, and every choice you have made in reverse. Through these choices 

you can clearly see if you had of chosen any one of your major choices you 

would be in an alternate reality even though you may not yet understand it. 

You have had choices. School into university or drop out of high school. A 

choice of profession with the skills learnt at school. You can`t really drop out in 

high and become a doctor. Your choice of loud or quiet friends. Your choice of 

financial literacy. How you would dress. Where you would live down to who 
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you chose as a partner. You have also had choices of emotion. When to be 

angry or happy. What to eat or drink. 

Choices. 

Each time you chose something, your reality changed. A doctor and an army 

grunt is a choice that comes with pre-requisites, like the doctor drives a 

Mercedes and lives in a particular suburb to match his stature and makes a 

decent salary. 

The army grunt does not get paid well and can live in fear of his life living in fox 

holes at some stage of his tour of duty. His car is likely to be some type of 

hotted up car to match his status. 

These two original choices just for a profession, now give each person his next 

choices which are now poles apart. The doctor would have more of an uptown 

wife, who wouldn`t stoop to marry a grunt so this choice even though it is the 

same choice now has a different range to choose from. 

From the original choice, where you live also has a range. The grunt cannot 

afford the area of the doctor and so forth. 

Henry Ford was just interested in mass producing cars, but his choice on the 

engine of the car changed the reality of the world we live in today, and the 

range of choices since then. 

Allowing the North American tar pits to continue expanding, and the 

devastation to the natural environment is worse than the continual destruction 

of the Amazon Rainforest and can be seen in all the space pictures of earth 

growing in enormity for a monthly profit at an unfathomable cost. 

Can these tar pits go back to Henry`s choice? 

With the continual burning of fossil fuels and the spreading of the waste 

product of oil as chemical fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides since the 50s, 

we have now got 3 new toxic elements added to the periodic table of elements 

found on the planet. 

Is this not another wakeup call? 

Some of our history hints at we humans being on Mars prior to the great 

destruction of the surface of that planet. The word surface always relates to 

the cover with the meaty living bit underneath, and now they are saying there 

are visible monuments that look like a human face and pyramids and obelisks. 
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Who won WW11? On the surface it was America and her allies. Right? But 

what about this operation Highjump where all of the allied forces went 

Antarctica just after the war ended, and it was recorded that they met 

resistance from technologically advanced craft with superior speed and 

weaponry, which decimated one third of the fleet in a day? These documents 

state they went to station 211, a German U-boat refuge to get Hitler whose 

body was never recovered in Berlin and that the Germans won the space race. 

If any of that is fact from the accounts of Admiral Byrd, what has evolved since 

then, and if we have been privy to this sort of technological advances, why are 

we still on a path to destroy the surface of this planet? 

Are there forces greater than any of us have seen?  

Of course there are, but the question still remains. What is the plan for the 

species of mankind under the cloaked world of our hierarchy?  

The planets plant life use to give us all the immunity we needed, and since the 

50s and the added toxic elements, diseases like obesity and diabetes, and 

cancer and stress related illnesses like ADHD has gone from nothing to 

everywhere. The reason is that our plants once produced natural fungicides 

which we consumed keeping these diseases at bay. With the spraying of those 

chemicals, the plant does not have to produce its own immunity which it 

passed down to us, hence it stopped producing what we as a species required. 

Tell me that was not orchestrated for a purpose? 

Controlling sickness is big business. 

Henry Ford`s choice has changed the face of the planet and the health of you, 

because since then choices to mass produce anything else has created these 

massive corporations which do nothing for the people or the environment and 

hasten the end of our homeland. 

 

Chapter 16 

Pathways of deliberate intent 

 

Understanding the full picture of each choice allows you to encapsulate each 

and every choice that will come after that. This we know is a range of limited 

choices from that point forth as we have shown in the previous chapter. 
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Our world order can be traced back to this one most important point in time 

and the choice that was made which then limited our range from that point 

forth. 

So what is deliberate intent? 

This is where we know that what we choose, will have world altering impact as 

was the case with Mr Henry Ford. 

If Henry had of looked at the future, would he have ever envisioned the impact 

his one choice may have created? Or was he more short sighted that he was 

going to make a fortune if he could make the production line work efficiently? 

How could he know the implication of that choice? 

But the Manaian Way is in a unique position, where it can envision where the 

system in both nature and consciousness is evolving into, and is able to offer a 

different path from here on. 

The difference is quite staggering, where one keeps you paying more and more 

just to survive, where more people are not able to keep up and poverty is 

racing forward, prisons and hospitals are big business and banking blocks the 

common man from support and fulfilling his needs. 

The Manaian Way makes the change and shows how free basic needs is a 

superior model, where the big business models of the old system will fall away 

as people make a solid position all over the world with an equal and just set of 

simple guidelines all humanity can embrace as fair. 

Manaian`s choices to work or not to work will not affect anyone, our choices to 

be someone or not will also not affect anyone else, and the system protects 

people and the environment where as the old one does not. 

The choices you can make with this new path, are choices you can never have 

on the old path. Again the Manaian path offers a beneficial range of choices 

compared to the other. 

Because the old model works from being separate, the Manaian model works 

on being united. Because the old model keeps us separated through property 

ownership which it can punish us, the Manaian model buys under the one 

name and turns ownership back into guardianship. Because the old model 

blocks the evolution of people using the patent office, the Manaians will use 

license agreements and keep the evolution flowing tying up the old legal 

system if need be. 
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This Manaian creation has deliberate intent to be the new playing field of the 

planet, where everyone understands the new game, meaning we can all be the 

policemen of it. 

There is another major shakeup heading our way which is being swept under 

the carpet of society and not brought into people’s awareness as well. 

Al Gore has put scientific fact and joined the dots for a global change that is 

happening faster than many scientists can believe. 

He has been campaigning on fixing the global warming issue with his movie 

``An Inconvenient Truth`` and has made some great but slow headway, and 

now today, 10 years later he has put out a sequel which shows more 

undeniable facts that can be devastating to our perceived world. 

Scientists have proven why the world weather patterns are much more violent 

than ever before, and footage shows some Miami streets are staying in flood 

as the sea level rises, and now we have rain dumps, where there is so much 

rain in the clouds it can be seen releasing huge amounts of water which is 

bouncing onto a town causing devastation. 

If we do not understand the nature of change, we perish as a species. 

We choose things every day, but only at certain points in history does a choice 

so life altering come along that could be embraced by everyone. 

Other choices like nature changing is not our choice and something we now 

have to learn to live with as it seems too late to repair the damage. 

All I can say is Choose wisely. 

 

 

 

Chapter 17.   

Connections relations and triggers. 

 

I have just learnt about Facebook, and how to put up a website, while my 

accountant comes up with the legal structure to fit the structure I have 

envisioned. 
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I am mucking about with variations of slogans and wording for T-shirts and 

playing about with all that I have written on this subject over the last 6 years. 

I have been that black sheep in a family that never really understood me, and I 

have worked alone for my self all of my life, so connections and relations are 

not really my strong suit, but these things might be yours? 

I just have to pattern myself on that image, and so I will, because this ideal will 

not leave me. 

I am a great starter and have great stamina, and when something is new to me 

I will try to do things my way first and make my own mistakes. 

For advertising I am considering writing short stories for every magazine and 

paper on the newsstands so they publish them for free. 

I am also considering trying to align my ``cause`` to build this free basic need 

society with t-shirt sellers like Kmart and the like or maybe in little known 

spiritual stores. 

I can see some charities joining forces as this needs model covers what every 

charity is supposedly doing, and I may be able to get the Government to pass a 

law that all superannuation funds could be used in this model for 11 years and 

then be refunded back into the superannuation funds because all of those 

resources already exist. 

Because we are needs based, solar companies and the things we need will 

want to be preferred suppliers etc. 

This is how I understand things work. Never use your own money if you can 

come up with a better alternative. 

Wealth is all about us, and it has taken me a while to learn how to access it. 

When it comes down to triggers, what triggers a response in you? 

If a bull charges you, will you get out of the way after letting it get close to you, 

or do you turn and run and hope that the bull is not faster now you cannot see 

it? 

In that example you can be either in complete fear or courageous. 

So what gives you courage? 
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Knowledge and awareness. A charging bull is slower to turn than you, and you 

are empowered when you can see your danger. 

As a species we are sometimes blinded by the rhetoric that goes with what we 

have seen. The twin towers had eye witnesses saying what they had heard and 

saw. 15 minutes later CNN started giving a different and conflicting story as to 

what was occurring. 

Governments have murdered many people to start many conflicts around the 

globe with propped up coverage called propaganda designed to get you the 

people onside to create the incursion for some hyped up reason, but in actual 

fact are there for an entirely different reason. 

The Twin Towers Alkaida and the Weapons of mass destruction for Iraq, and 

the opium in Vietnam and the systematic destruction of historic sites which 

held clues to a patterned past. 

Why do the pyramids have helicopters and submarines chiselled into the rock? 

What will it take for you to say enough is enough, and instead of picking up a 

rifle or machete, be another to answer the call of the Manaian Way and its 

benefits for all? Be that person who spreads the message out to anyone you 

know, so they can do the same, not with violence like we used to do, but with 

an awareness of where it leads. 

Like Al Gore, pushing for renewable energy and starting to make it happen, we 

are pushing for renewables as well and for a whole lot more. 

 

Thanks for listening. 

Regards from Glenn Phelan 

Manaianway.com   
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